
DIY Tie-Dye Shoes

Tie-dye season is here and nothing is off limits! That’s right we’re dyeing everything, including shoes! Summertime is full of fun, so
your clothes should be too! We’ve rounded up some of our favorite tie-dye shoes, and we know you’ll love them too. 

Instructions:

These first few looks follow the same technique, which is the ombre technique. Click here to see the easy tutorial to achieve this
look. 

A patriotic vibe is perfect for summer! 

http://www.tiedyeyoursummer.com/content/images/thumbs/0001224_diy-tie-dye-shoes.jpeg
https://www.tiedyeyoursummer.com/Technique/rainbow-tie-dye-shoes


Who doesn’t love color? We sure do! These rainbow shoes go great with any outfit this summer! 

Here’s the same idea, with a different pattern. 



Keeping with the rainbow theme, this pattern is taking the dye and dotting it on the shoe, letting the colors slightly blend together.
This works best if the shoes are dampened before-hand.

Don’t let laces tie you down from getting where you need to go this summer. These strap shoes are sure to have you on your way in
a jiffy. 

http://ilovetocreateblog.blogspot.com/search?q=+tie+dye+shoes


Slip on shoes are even better for the little ones, just slip them on and go! 

When you think of summer and summer snacks, what’s the first thing that comes to mind? Watermelon of course! Check out these
super cute watermelon dye shoes that look so good, you’ll have to resist taking a bite.

https://www.ilovetocreate.com/How-to-Tie-Dye-TOMS
https://mom.me/entertainment/20480-diy-tie-dye-watermelon-canvas-shoes/


Have a little fun with the design and try this ikat technique! It is a little different, but you’ll love it just as much.

Keep cool while dying with this ice dye technique. You’ll love the way it turns out! 

http://ilovetocreateblog.blogspot.com/2013/09/diy-dyed-ikat-sneakers-tutorial.html
http://momspark.net/ice-dyed-sneakers/




One of the best parts about summer time is the night sky. What if you could have that on your shoes? You totally can with tie-dye! 

If you happen to have a pair of all-white Yeezys laying around (don’t we all?), then you could totally tie-dye those too! Just like Jake
Paul did here. 

http://www.swellmayde.com/2012/05/diy-tie-dye-galaxy-shoe/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yoJ46tkCEbs


And there you have it! A ton of ways you can play up your shoes this summer! Don’t forget to be super creative and use a ton of
color! 
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